EXHIBIT D

ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE SAFETY BOND PROGRAM
The Alameda County Fire Department (“ACFD”), a dependent fire district formed under the Fire
Protection District Law of 1987 (Health and Safety Code Sections 13801 et seq.) and governed
by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Alameda as its Board of Directors, is proposing a
$90,000,000 million Fire Safety Bond for the November 3, 2020 ballot to fund the
replacement, strengthening and improvement of substandard, aging fire stations. By law,
ALL funds are legally required to be spent as specified to local taxpayers for the fire safety
infrastructure needs – NO money can be spent on salaries, benefits or pensions of Alameda
County Fire Department employees. This money is also not subject to seizure by
Sacramento or other government agencies and is required to stay in our unincorporated
communities for the fire safety infrastructure needs approved by local voters.
Unincorporated community residents are reliant on the medical emergency lifesaving services,
fast 911 response, wildfire protection and disaster response services the ACFD provides. These
infrastructure improvements will increase ACFD’s capacity to quickly respond to fires, provide
lifesaving emergency medical services, reduce 911 response times and enhance wildfire
protection through seismic upgrades and essential improvements to critical infrastructure. The
proposed improvements will also enhance ACFD’s ability to provide essential services to protect
the community in an emergency and recover from disaster. Unpredictable wildfires have hit
California hard. Locally, the ACFD facilities and fire stations should be fully prepared for these
natural disasters and local 911 calls are for medical emergencies such as heart attacks, strokes,
and car accidents.

The ACFD must upgrade, replace and properly maintain its fire stations and facilities, which
house essential 911 emergency medical response and wildfire prevention programs, among
other services to keep unincorporated communities safe. The ACFD is pleased to present a
proposal that reflects the public’s views in designing a Fire Safety measure to meet 911 needs
not just now, but well into the future.
BACKGROUND
The ACFD provides fire and emergency services to all unincorporated communities in Alameda
County except Fairview. The cities of Dublin, Emeryville, Newark, San Leandro and Union City
along with the Berkeley, Livermore and Sandia National Laboratories have chosen to contract
with the ACFD to enhance their emergency services in a more effective and efficient way.
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The ACFD operates 29 fire stations with 26 engines, seven ladder trucks, a heavy rescue and four

battalion chiefs working continuously to protect our 394,000 residents over a 508 square mile
area. The ACFD’s dispatch center provides fire and EMS dispatch services to the cities of
Alameda, Fremont, Livermore, and Pleasanton; Camp Parks; and Alameda County’s 911
ambulance provider Falck Northern California. The dispatch center also provides emergency
medical dispatch only to Albany, Berkeley, Hayward and Piedmont.
Of the 29 fire stations operated by the ACFD, eight are within the unincorporated areas of
Ashland, Castro Valley, Cherryland, San Lorenzo and Livermore. Of those stations, seven are
owned and one is leased. A proposed Fire Safety Bond Measure, if enacted, would maintain,
replace upgrade some fire stations and facilities specifically in unincorporated communities
served by the Alameda County Fire Department.
In 1998, the ACFD performed a structural engineering study to determine if fire stations in the
unincorporated areas, which were originally constructed from 1949-1987, could be upgraded to
meet the structural requirements of an “essential services facility.” The study determined that
most could be upgraded to perform “adequately,” with the exception of Station 22 (San
Lorenzo) and Station 23 (Cherryland), which were deemed economically unfeasible for
structural upgrade.
In consideration that “Retrofitting these structures is considered a too costly solution,” in 2000
the ACFD worked to determine the size, program and configurations of new prototype stations
that could replace the existing stations. Based upon fire station planning standards at the time,
ACFD’s current and projected use, as well as observed existing physical and structural
conditions, the initial study recommended that state-of-the-art fire stations should range from
approximately 8,200 square feet for a single company station to 11,600 square feet for a
double apparatus company with Battalion Chief quarters or space for an ambulance.
In 2003-2009, the ACFD retained a cost estimator to provide budgets to replace Stations 6 (Cull
Canyon, Castro Valley), 7 (Palomares Hills, Castro Valley), 8 (Livermore), 22 (San Lorenzo), 23
(Cherryland), 24 (Ashland), 25 (San Miguel, Castro Valley) and 26 (Lake Chabot, Castro Valley).
These costs, and the associated projected disposition of each station, were included in the
County of Alameda Capital Improvement Plan Category 5, New Construction, Purchase or
Leases, as unfunded, future or potential projects.
In 2011, the County proceeded with the approval of replacement of Station 23 (Cherryland) to
include a health care portal or clinic. In 2014-15, the project design was completed, approved
and construction contract awarded. The 11,800 square foot station project was completed in
2017 for a total project cost of $12,162,190.
In 2015, the long-term planning for the ACFD facilities continued and was advanced as
anticipated in the County of Alameda Capital Improvement Program. In a collaborative effort
with the County General Services Agency (GSA) professional staff and expert consulting
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architects, the ACFD funded a programming and feasibility study as a detailed update to the
County’s earlier work. The purpose of the study was to update and refresh the earlier studies
for current reference in the Capital Improvement Plan for the remaining seven essential and
critical fire stations in the unincorporated area.
County GSA retained the prequalified firms of Shah Kawasaki Architects, Noll & Tam and KTA
Architects to perform a study to evaluate Stations 6, 7, 8, 22, 24, 25 and 26. The study took into
account the base data from past studies, developed criteria for evaluation of stations based on
industry standard functional and space requirements for fire stations, assessed site criteria for
long-term use and development of new or repurposed stations, and extrapolated costs for
future projects based on both baseline metrics for fire stations, regional market bid data,
industry standard rates of escalation, site costs and other data.
The results of this study culminated in the ACFD Programming and Feasibility Report developed
in February 2016 and revised and updated in August 2018. The report is intended as an update
of earlier assessments in the Alameda County Capital Improvement Plan and a current
reference for strategic and potential long-term capital improvement planning for the
maintenance, use, replacement and repair/update of ACFD facilities.
The findings propose the repairing, updating and replacement of each station on the merits of
site, apparatus and support, function and usage, accessibility, gender accommodation and
structural reliability. Based on the team’s assessment, Stations 8, 22 and 26 have the greatest
need for replacement followed by Stations 6, 7 and 25 with repairing/updating possible for
Station 24.
At the request of County GSA on November 13, 2019, Cumming, a project and cost
management consulting firm, issued a revised project cost estimate. Cumming’s estimates
were based on escalation of cost between 2019 to 2027. The long-range master plan (Cumming
Project No. 19-01417.00) estimated the cost for the strengthening and improvement of
substandard aging fire stations and replacement of an outdated training facility at
$134,215,000 million with $30,520,000 million assigned to the training facility. The fire station
cost was identified as $103,695,000, which is the focus of this program.
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The assessment criteria utilized by the architectural firms for the fire stations included
evaluations of the following components: (more comprehensive descriptions may be found in
the Programming and Feasibility Report, revised August 20, 2018)
Site Location: Fire stations are located in order for firefighters and apparatus to reach
all portions of their service within the time parameters established by the ACFD (ACFD
Standards of Coverage, 2017, Citygate & Associates).
Site Size: The site should be sufficient size to accommodate the programming.
Generally speaking, the number of companies and/or firefighters.
Egress / Ingress Safety: Access to and from the station by apparatus is safely
accomplished. There are limited hazards. There are sufficient visual site lines and
distances for fire personnel and the public (pedestrian and vehicle) to see each other
and respond accordingly.
Aprons: The concrete paved area is required between the apparatus bay doors and the
street to provide for safe egress as well as daily inspection of equipment.
Parking: The visitor parking should include at least one accessible space plus two or
more additional spaces. Fire personnel parking should be separated ideally in a secure
area and adequate for shift personnel exchange.
Vehicular Cleaning Area: A cleaning area for fire apparatus should be dedicated on the
site with consideration for the storm water system.
Generator: Per the Essential Services Act, a fire station should remain operational to
the degree practical after a major disaster. Typically, 72-96 hours.
Other Site Requirements: Other site requirements include space for electrical
transformers, generators, trash enclosures, and fueling station.
Apparatus Bays: The apparatus bays type and configuration are dependent on-site
conditions, however double deep drive-through bays are generally considered ideal as
they allow space for spare vehicle storage and circulation. Apparatus exhaust and good
general ventilation are required.
Shop: Area required for the maintenance of equipment.
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Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus Room (SCBA): Clean room for servicing, filling,
storing SCBA tanks and masks.
General Storage: General storage consistent with industrial use and firefighting
equipment.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Storage: Well ventilated room with lockers for the
storage of PPE that are not subject to direct sunlight.
PPE Cleaning Station: A dedicated area with stainless steel sink near the apparatus bay
with extractor (washer) and drip-dry area.
Medical Cleaning Station: A dedicated area adjacent to, or within the apparatus bay,
not shared, for the cleaning and disinfecting of medical equipment.
Lobby: A small secure area or semi-secure area with adjacent accessible public
restroom.
Offices: A general office space used for report writing, study and communications.
Day Room and Dining: Ideally the rooms should be a “great room” configuration
contiguous with each other and the kitchen. This provides for flexible usage and
promotes camaraderie.
Kitchen: The kitchen and its appliances should be sized for the number of firefighters it
serves.
Dormitory Rooms: Each crew member should be afforded privacy, the opportunity for
a good night sleep and small study desk. Consideration should be given to shift staffing
in a disaster.
Lockers: A 24” inch wide locker is required for each crew member plus additional space
for those on temporary assignment.
Bathrooms and Restrooms: Single occupancy bathrooms (toilet, sink & shower) are
preferred over multioccupancy bathrooms to provide privacy and flexibility of use by
different genders.
House Cleaning Station: Consistent with storage of house cleaning or janitorial
supplies. The room may be considered a utility room to include sink, washer, dryer and
storage.
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Exercise Room: The space should be of a size and environment that is conducive to
usage ideally in proximity to the exterior.
Information Technology / Telecom: A separate and secure telecommunications room is
desirable.
Accessibility: The facility is required to meet ADA for accessibility and use.
Gender Equality: The station should not favor one gender over another.
Structural: Seismic structural assessment including contemporary Building Codes and
Fire Codes by qualified professional.
Based on the Assessment Matrix, the following scoring criteria was utilized:
5
4
3
2
1

complies with all criteria
complies with most criteria
complies with approximately half the criteria
complies with some criteria
Does not comply
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FACILITIES
Fire Station 6
19780 Cull Canyon Road, Castro Valley, CA 94552
Built:

1978

Square Feet: 5,616

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
2.5
8

This fire station houses a Type I Engine and a Type VI Engine. Other buildings on site are a
workshop used for wooden ladder repair and SCBA maintenance. Station #6 responds to all of
the canyon areas and the easternmost areas in Castro Valley.
Fire Station 6 is located at the intersection of two busy roads. The site is large but steep in the
unused areas. Functions are housed in a 1-story main building with house and apparatus bays.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station to require
replacement on the existing site.
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Fire Station 7
6901 Villareal Avenue, Castro Valley, CA 94552
Built:

1986

Square Feet: 2790

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
2.0
5

The station houses a Type I Engine and a Type III Engine. The station services the urban wildland
interface commonly found in its area, as well as I-580 east to the City of Dublin and west to
Grove Way, Castro Valley.
The fire station is ideally located adjacent to a residential neighborhood; however, the station is
too small to accommodate all of the required functions of a modern fire station, thus several
functions are absent.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station to require
replacement. The ACFD has already purchased the adjacent property as a site for the new fire
station.
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Fire Station 8
1617 College Avenue, Livermore, CA 94550
Built:

1949

Square Feet: 3450

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
1.8
3

Station 8 firefighters were relocated to ACFD Station 20 at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory with Engine 8 (Type I) and Engine 308 (Type III). Though Fire Station 8 no longer
houses firefighters or equipment, it remains an out of service fire station facility for the
department.
This fire station’s response area is the largest in the ACFD, encompassing 280 square miles of
open range land and freeways. Responses of 30 minutes or more are not uncommon because
of the vast unincorporated area.
In addition to being in an unacceptable location, this station is also inadequate from a size and
functional standpoint. The housing and support functions are either missing or located in
substandard spaces.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station requires replacement.
The existing site is well within the City of Livermore. The ACFD Standards of Coverage Analysis
recommended a location along Greenville Road. The ACFD is working with the County General
Services Agency on a County owned site near the Martinelli Center.
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Fire Station 22
427 Paseo Grande, San Lorenzo, CA 94580
Built:

pre-1940 with 1963 addition

Square Feet: 3,967

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
1.9
4

This fire station houses one Type I Engine company and responds to the downtown, residential
and business areas of San Lorenzo. The ACFD leases this fire station from the San Lorenzo
Homeowners Association.
The site is tightly surrounded by heavily traveled and utilized road ways and parking lots.
Several functions such as shop, PPE cleaning and medical cleaning are missing. Other functions
are in non-compatible shared spaces.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station requires replacement.
Because the existing building is leased, the ACFD is working with the County General Services
Agency to locate a site nearby.
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Fire Station 23
19745 Meekland Avenue, Hayward, CA 94541
Built:

2017

Square Feet: 11,800

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Meets all standards
5
n/a

This fire station houses one Type I Engine company and the ACFD’s back-up dispatch center.
Station #23 responds to the southernmost parts of San Lorenzo and portions of the
unincorporated areas of Hayward. Station 23 was built by County GSA in 2017 at an overall cost
of $12,162,190. The fire station was under construction during the ACFD Programming and
Feasibility study. It was excluded from the study and not part of this program.
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Fire Station 24
1430 164th Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94578
Built:

1976

Square Feet: 7,086

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Repair/Upgrade
2.5
7

This fire station consists of a Type I Engine and a Type I Heavy Rescue unit. There are seven
firefighters at Station #24. Its response area includes all of the Ashland area and major sections
of Highways 580 and 238.
The station is located in a residential area with nearby commercial businesses on East 14th
Street. The site is sufficient size. Some functions such as PPE cleaning and separated medical
cleaning station are not provided. This is one of the busier stations in the ACFD.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station to be eligible for
repair and upgrade on the existing site. The ACFD does own the adjacent property which is
utilized by the County’s Dig Deep Farms program.
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Fire Station 25
20336 San Miguel Avenue, Castro Valley, CA 94546
Built:

1966

Square Feet: 10,000

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
2.1
6

This fire station houses a Type I Engine company, a Truck company, a Battalion Chief, a HazMat
Support Unit and numerous other apparatus. There are seven firefighters assigned at this
station. Behind the main building there is a modular building utilized as a classroom and
offices. This modular building is planned to be used as temporary fire station during
construction.
Originally designed as the headquarters for the Castro Valley Fire Protection District, the station
is fairly large. What may have been adequate for an administrative headquarters in the 1960s
is no longer an efficient layout for a modern fire station. As a result, over the years, Station 25
has required periodic remodeling. Its current living and work environment is not optimal.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station requires replacement
on the existing site.
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Fire Station 26
18770 Lake Chabot Road, Castro Valley, CA 94546
Built:

1963

Square Feet: 2,700

Proposed Scope:
Assessment Matrix:
Priority Order:

Replace
1.7
2

This fire station has a Type I Engine company and Type VI Engine. The station responds to the
northwestern area of Castro Valley including the Lake Chabot Park and Redwood Road. Its
service area is considered a “high fire severity” zone given the urban interface with the East Bay
Regional Park District park and East Bay Municipal Utility District land.
The fire station is cramped and there are significant shortcomings. Fire apparatus are parked
outside due to the undersized apparatus bay, there are a lack of support spaces and many
spaces serve multiple functions that are non-compatible.
The ACFD Programming and Feasibility study determined this fire station requires replacement
on a new site.
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FINANCING
The long-range master plan (Cumming Project No. 19-01417.00) estimated the cost for the
strengthening and improvement of substandard aging fire stations. The fire station cost was
identified as $103,695,000 which is the focus of this program.
The Fire Safety Bond measure was developed following extensive community input. Two
separate, statistically valid professional community surveys were conducted by EMC Research,
an Alameda County-based opinion research firm. Over 1,000 respondents provided input in
both of these studies. Following the Fire Department’s extensive review of this input, the bond
amount was lowered to an amount preferred by over two-thirds of respondents. The general
obligation bond amount, for which the ACFD seeks voter approval, is $90,000,000.
Ultimately, the ACFD plans to utilize the bond proceeds based on the architect’s prioritization
included in the ACFD Programming and Feasibility Report. The issuance of less than
$103,695,000 will result in the ACFD seeking other funding opportunities or possibly some
lower priority projects not being completed under this program. ACFD will bring forward
projects to the ACFD Board of Directors for approval.
A general obligation bond provides the opportunity for a dedicated funding source to address
the infrastructure needs with no bond proceeds being used for Alameda County Fire
Department employee salaries, benefits or pensions. The costs associated with the issuance of
the bonds and specific project delivery will be paid out of the proceeds of the bond. Debt
service on the bonds will be paid out of a supplemental ad valorem property tax levy on
properties within the boundaries of the Fire District.
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